RTI Package™
for the

“Thanks to the breadth and depth of the Academy of READING® software
package we are on the cutting edge of RTI implementation. Our teachers
appreciate that they use only one complete package to administer universal
screenings, provide individualized content interventions, and produce the
progress monitoring data needed to justify moving up and down the tiers
of our academic pyramid of interventions.”
Dr. Barry O’Neil,
Asst. Superintendent,
McDuffie County Schools, GA

Simplify RTI with One Complete Solution
Close the achievement gap with a scalable, comprehensive and efficient Response to Intervention solution.
The RTI Package ™ for the Academy of READING is the first completely web-based environment to connect
the key components of RTI, giving educators tools for:
• Universal Screening

• Data-Driven Decision Making

• Scientifically Based Intervention

• Implementation Best Practices

• Progress Monitoring

To learn more about School Specialty Literacy and Intervention,
visit: eps.schoolspecialty.com/transition

Key Components
Universal Screening
Establish a baseline for reading skills with
web-based tools that save time
and increase accuracy.
Words Correct Per Minute (WCPM)

High risk
25th percentile and below

• Generate snapshots of student reading
proficiency with online assessments
• Compare individual, class, and school
results with national or district norms
• View results from our Oral Reading
fluency probes to:
– Easily place at-risk students into
an appropriate intervention such
as Academy of READING
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– Track progress over time
– Measure students’
comprehension level

The Change-the-Gap Report shows snapshots of your student’s performance over time.
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View individual student benchmark

2

Compare results against your district or national norms

Progress Monitoring

WCPM

Assess and track student progress
while adhering to best practices
in the RTI model.
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• Schedule oral fluency assessments
as often as needed
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• Score assessments online at your
convenience
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• Run additional diagnostics on specific
skill gaps
• View individual or classroom data at a
glance through the RTI Dashboard
The RTI Dashboard provides one-click access to progress data.
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1

Test result – See a student’s oral reading fluency score
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Event line – Show events such as interventions or curriculum changes

3

Goal line – View the student’s individual Average Weekly Improvement (AWI)

4

Trend line – Determine whether the intervention is working

For Details: Call 800.288.6754 Online eps.schoolspecialty.com

Scientifically Based Intervention
Provide intervention with the
Academy of READING for intensive
training that builds proficiency in all
five reading foundation skills
outlined by the National Reading
Panel.
• Target Tier I at-risk, Tier II, and Tier
III students with individualized
training programs
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• Automatically set individual
achievement goals
• Get detailed training data for
differentiated instruction
• Optimize instructional time with
use in labs, classroom centers or
after school
Students work on individual skill gaps, building proficiency in phonemic
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension.
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Exercises in letter-sound matching develop essential decoding skills
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Comprehension practice incorporates corrective feedback

Data-Driven Decision Making
Access timely data and share information
to determine the best course of action for
each student.
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• Track Annual Yearly Progress (AYP)
goals through school and district level
progress reports
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• Communicate regularly with parents
and guardians using reports in English
and Spanish
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• Document events and decisions with
the student case management tool
• Import oral fluency data from other
applications such as DIBELS, Excel or
AIMSweb®

Using the secure RTI Dashboard, local student support teams can easily
document a student’s case history and collaborate – from anywhere on the
district network.
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Adjust individual goals quickly and easily
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Generate Progress Statements automatically based on student data

3

Document student progress indicators and any events in minutes

For detailed product information, visit eps.schoolspecialty.com/Academy
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Implementation Best Practices
Leadership teams and implementation sites finalize plans and learn strategies for
successful RTI management through the comprehensive RTIWORKS ™ program.
Three packages are available:
RtIWORKS District – Develop expertise
to finalize plans, determine processes,
and manage school rollout. The program
includes workshops with Dr. John
McCook and Associates and the
development of the district fidelity
framework.

RTIWORKS Expert – Educators
with experience developed through
RTIWORKS School gain advanced
knowledge in areas such as ongoing
RTI data management, collaboration,
and involving parents and community.

RtIWORKS School – Participating
campuses implement best practices
through professional development and
ongoing data analysis.

Who We Are
EPS® is now known as School Specialty® Literacy and Intervention, publisher of K–12
blended-media reading and math curriculum. These trusted materials build core skills
and close the achievement gap for struggling students. Our comprehensive print and
technology programs give K–12 educators powerful instructional tools that deliver
high-quality curricula in the most effective modality for all students.

✔Build core reading and math skills
Literacy subject areas such as vocabulary, comprehension, spelling, and
math are critical in today’s world of high-stakes tests and accountability to
federal educational initiatives. Our best-selling instructional materials enable
educators to provide direct, systematic instruction with scaffolded support
and differentiated lessons.

Sitton Spelling and Word Skills

SOURCEBOOK for Teachers
3rd edition

®

Level
4
Fourth Grade

Rebecca Sitton

Our leading programs such as Wordly Wise 3000 ®, Sitton Spelling and
Word Skills ®, and Explode The Code® offer teacher-led instruction through
targeted, direct instructional methods. These resources provide engaging,
on-level instruction that prepares students for academic success.
Academy of
READING

✔Close the achievement gap
Our Intervention programs are rooted in neuroscience and developed
from more than 50 years of practical experience with learning differences.
From screening through to intervention, progress monitoring, reporting,
and professional development, we offer an integrated approach to
Response to Intervention (RTI) that simplifies every stage of the process.
Our top Intervention programs include S.P.I.R.E.®, Academy of READING ®,
MCI, and Academy of MATH ®—all proven programs that target the specific
needs of struggling students to help them reach academic success.
Academy of MATH
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